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To the Citizens of the town of Norutell:
Your town officers respectfully submit the following as
their fifty-third annual report.
Report of the Town Clerk.
At the annual meeting of the qualified voters of the Town
of Norwell held March 3, 1902, the following action was taken
on the articles contained in the warrant
:
Article i . To choose a Moderator.
Chose Alpheus Thomas Moderator.
Article 2. To choose a Towm Clerk.
Chose Joseph F. Merritt Town Clerk.
Article 3. To hear and act on report of the Selectmen,
Overseers of the Poor, Auditor, Collector and Treasurer.
Voted, that the reports of the above named officers be ac-
cepted.
Article 4. To choose all such town officers as the law^s of
the State and the by-laws of the Town require.
Chose the following officers by ballot
:
Selectmen, Assessors and Overseers of the Poor, George
W. Griggs, Alpheus Thomas, Henry D. Smith.
Treasurer, Horace T. Fogg.
Auditor, George Cushing.
Tree Warden, John Corthell.
School Committee for three years, Mrs. Mary B. Curtis.
Constables, William K. Wilder, Alpheus Thomas, Walter
T. Osborn, John Corthell, J. Warren Foster.
Board of Health for three years, George C. Turner.
6Tax Collector, Andrew J. Litchfield.
Highway Surveyors, District No. i, Timothy Sheehaii;
District No. 2, Edwin Everett Jacobs; District No. 3, Carlton
O. Litchfield ; District No. 4, Joseph H. Hatch ; District No.
5, William O. Merritt ; District No. 6, John W. Burns ; Dis-
trict No. 7, Francis E. Henderson.
The above named Highway Surveyors were also elected
Field Drivers and Fence Viewers.
Cemetery Committee, Charles H. Lapham, George W.
Curtis, Jerome H. Sawyer.
Article 5. To bring in their votes, ''Yes" or "No," in an-
swer to the question: " Shall license be granted for the sale of
intoxicating liquors in this town for the ensuing year?"
The number of ballots cast was 157 ; Yes 34, No 123.
Article 6. What sum of money will the town raise for the
support of poor and incidental expenses?
Voted to raise and appropriate $2500.
Article 7. What sum of money will the town raise for the
support of schools?
Voted, to raise and appropriate $3755.01 and $450 for sup-
plies and incidentals.
Article 8. What sum of money will the town raise for
highway repairs?
Voted, to raise and appropriate $2500, and that the money
be apportioned according to mileage as last year.
Voted, that the repairs of Prospect street bridges be made
with the money apportioned to that district.
Voted, that $100 be raised and appropriated for repairs of
guide boards.
Article 9. What compensation will the town make for re-
moving snow, and appropriate money for the same?
Voted, 25 cents per hour and that the money received from
the street railway excise tax be used as an appropriation for
this purpose.
Article 10, In what manner and time shall the taxes be
collected the ensuing year?
7Voted, that they be collected in the same manner and time
as last year, and that the salary of the Collector be $225.
Voted, that the Collector have the same powers that he
would if Treasurer.
Article 1 1 . Will the town accept the list of Jurors as pre-
pared by the Selectmen?
A committee was chosen to revise the jury list and the re-
vised list was accepted.
Article 12. Will the town authorize the Treasurer, with
the approval of the Selectmen, to hire money in anticipation
of taxes? '
Voted, that the Treasurer be authorized, with the approval
of the Selectmen, to hire money in anticipation of taxes.
Article 13. To hear and act on the report of any commit-
tee heretofore chosen.
No action taken under this article.
Article 14. To make allowance to town creditors.
Voted, that on the matter of Arthur C. I^itchfield's bill,
I.IST OF JURORS.
James B. Knapp
Wm. H. Appleford
David Bassford
George B. Ellms
CHfton S. Deane
Wallace M. Shaw
Andrew S. Richardson
Henry F. Ford
Frederick J. Croning
Charles D. Barnard
Arthur T. Stoddard
James L. Litchfield
Orlando H. Lake
James E. Stoddard
Joseph H. Hatch
John Corthell
Joseph C. Otis
Edwin M. Sexton
Henry J. Tolman
James A. Wallace
George A. Ayling
George H. Bates
Carlton O. Litchfield
George F. Cate
Jerome H. Sawyer
Charles E. Hunt
John Whalen
Fred H. Kidder
8the tuition part of the bill be paid and the matter be left in
the hands of the School Committee for adjustment, with in-
structions not to pay am- portion of bill for transportation.
Article 15. What sum of mone}- will the town appropri-
ate for the use of Post 112, G. A. R.. on Memorial Day?
Voted, to appropriate Si 00.
Article 16. What sum of money will the town appropri-
ate for the payment of state and military aid?
Voted, to appropriate $2100.
Article 17. What sum of money will the town appropriate
to pa3' the Superintendent of Schools?
Voted, to appropriate $250.
Article 18. Will the town appropriate a sum of money to
pa}^ for the transportation of scholars to the High School?
Voted, to pass over this article.
Article 19. Will the town give any instructions to town
officers?
Voted, that the Highway Sur\'e3'ors be instructed to ex-
pend one-third of appropriation in clearing out gutters.
Voted, that they also cause the bushes to be mowed along
the roadside where the}' have not been mowed within two
years.
Voted, that the Selectmen cause the proof sheets of the an-
nual reports to be read and corrected before they are finally
sent to press.
Voted, that the Town Clerk be instructed to publish in the
annual report the doings of the annual meetings and also any
special meetings.
Voted, that all special meetings be called in the evening
rather than the afternoon.
Article 20. Will the town cause a statement of their finan-
cial affairs to be printed in February next.
Voted, that they do.
Article 21. What sum of money will the town raise for
repairs of schoolhouses and incidentals?
Voted, to raise and appropriate $350.
9Article 22. Will the town appropriate a sura of money to
be expended in the cemetery on Washington street?
Voted, that the Cemetery Committee be authorized to ex-
pend the money received from the sale of lots, for care of
cemeter>^?
Article 23. Will the town cause the Town Hall to be
painted, and raise and appropriate a sum of money for the
same?
Voted, that they do and that the sum of $150 be appropri-
ated for that purpose. The Selectmen to have charge of the
matter.
Article 24. Will the town cause a receiving tomb to be
built in the cemetery on Washington street, and raise and
appropriate money for the same?
Voted, to leave the matter in the hands of a committee to
report at a future meeting. Committee : George W. Curtis,
Alpheus Thomas, Frank Jones.
Article 25. Will the town take any action in regard to es-
tablishing a Public Library and raise and appropriate a sum
of money for the same?
Voted, that the Selectmen be a committee to confer with
the James Librar}^ Committee in regard to the townspeople be-
ing allowed to have the use of said Library, and to report at
a future meeting.
Article 26. Will the town cause the school yards in Dis-
tricts No. 5 and 7 to be graded?
Voted, to leave the matter in the hands of the School
Committee.
Article 27. Will the town appropriate a sum of money
for the observance of Old Home week or pass any vote rela-
tive thereto?
Voted to pass over this article.
Article 28. Will the town raise the sum of one thousand
dollars to pay the town note due the South Scituate Savings
Bank Feb. i, 1903?
Voted, to raise $1000 to pay the above named note.
lO
Article 29. Will the town raise a sum of money to be
used for the suppression of crime?
Voted, that $300 be raised and appropriated for this pur-
pose and placed in the hands of the Selectmen.
Article 30. Will the town instruct their Selectmen to ex-
ecute and deliver a quit claim deed of that part of its land
at Church Hill known as the "Training Field'* to a cemetery
association to be hereafter formed?
Voted, to authorize the Selectmen to execute and deliver a
quit claim deed of that part of its land at Church Hill,
known as the training field to a cemetery association to be
hereafter formed.
Article 31. Or act or do anything relative to the above. •
The following communication was received from Mrs.
William McKinley in reply to resolutions sent Sept. 14, 1901.
Voted to spread them on the records.
**Mrs. McKinley acknowledges with grateful appreciation
the tender expressions of sympathy extended to her in her
sorrow." Canton, Ohio, September, 1901.
Voted, that $50 be raised and appropriated for the use of
the Tree Warden.
Voted, that the salary of the School Committee be $2.50
per day for the ensuing year.
Voted, to sell two fish rights at auction.
The purchaser was C. S. Tilden, who gave $2.50 for one
and $3 for the other.
Voted, that the money to be raised be assessed on the polls
and estates of residents and the estates of non residents.
Voted, that the Moderator be paid $5 for his services this
day.
Voted, that the Town Clerk be allowed $5 per day for ser-
vices at annual meetings and elections, and $3 for special
meetings.
Voted, that meeting be dissolved.
JOSEPH F. MERRITT, Town Clerk.
II
STATE ELECTION.
Pursuant to a warrant duly executed, the legal voters of
Norwell met at the Town Hall, Tuesday, November 4, 1902,
and gave in their ballots as follows:
Whole number of ballots cast, 179.
Governor.
John ly. Bates, Republican 92
Michael T. Berry, Socialist Labor Nom. Paper 3
John C. Chase, Socialist 6
William A. Gaston, Democratic 71
William H. Partridge, Prohibition 2
Blanks 5
Lieutenant Governor.
John Quincy Adams, Socialist 6
Thomas F. Brennan, Socialist Labor Nom. Paper 3
Oliver W. Cobb, Prohibition i
Curtis Guild, Jr., Republican 97
Herbert C. Joyner, Democratic 60
Blanks 10
Secretary.
Edward A. Buckland, Socialist 6
Herbert B. Griffin, Prohibition i
Jeremiah O'Fihelly, Socialist Labor Nom. Paper 4
William M. Olin, Republican icq
Willmore B. Stone, Democratic 53
Blanks 15
12
Treasurer and Receiver General.
Edward S. Bradford, Republican loo
Joseph ly, Clalifoux, Democratic 48
Frederick A. Nagler, Socialist Labor Nom. Paper 4
Daniel Parlin, Prohibition 2
David Taylor, Socialist 7
Blanks 18
Auditor.
David Morrison, Prohibition
S. Fremont Packard, Socialist
Charles Stoeber, Socialist Labor Nom. Paper
Thomas C. Thacher, Democratic
Henry E. Turner, Republican
Blanks
Attorney General.
Allen Coffin, Prohibition 2
Charles E. Fenner, Socialist 7
John J. Flaherty, Democratic 47
John A. Henley, Socialist Labor Nom. Paper 2
Herbert Parker, Republican 103
Blanks 18
3
6
2
50
99
19
Representative in Congress. (14th District.)
Jeremiah Devine, Socialist Labor Nom. Paper 2
Charles B. Gaffney, Prohibition 3
Charles A. Gilday, Democratic 61
William C. Levering, Republican 89
Isaac W. Skinner, Socialist 9
Blanks 15
13
COUNCILI.OR. (ist District.)
George W. Bloomstand, Socialist 6
Benjamin C. Cromwell, Jr., Democratic 52
David F. Slade, Republican 98
Blanks 23
Senator (ist Plymouth District.)
Charles B. Drew, Socialist 12
Elisha T. Harvell, Republican 98
Edward G. Knight, Prohibition i
Andrew Shanahan, Democratic 56
Blanks 12
Representative in Generai, Court.
2d Plymouth District.
Ernest L. Bonney, Republican 79
John J. Ford, Democratic 97
Blanks 3
County Commissioner (Plymouth County.)
Thomas H. Dunn, Socialist 6
William Rankin, Republican 10
1
Ezra S. Whitmarsh, Democratic 54
Barzillai E. Wright, Prohibition 3
Blanks 15
Meeting dissolved,
JOSEPH F. MERRITT, Town Clerk.
CLERKS' CONVENTION.
At a meeting of the Clerks of the several towns, comprising
the Second Plymouth Representative District, held Nov. 14,
1902, at Marshfield, it was ascertained that the vote for Rep-
resentative was as follow^s :
Whole number of ballots 962
Ernest L. Bonney, Republican 515
John J. Ford, Democratic 374
Blanks 73
Ernest L. Bonney having a plurality of the votes returned
was declared to be elected.
REGISTERED VOTERS.
At the close of registration, Oct. 25, 1902, there were 389
male voters and i female voter on the list.
ENROLI.ED MILITIA.
Number of men liable to be called on to perform military
duty under provisions of Chap. 16, Sec. 8, of Revised Laws,
241.
DOGS LICENSED.
The number of dogs licensed during the year ending Dec.
I, 1902, was as follows :
Male 129
Female 18
Special Breeders' License • i
15
MARRIAGES REGISTERED DURING YEAR 1902.
Jan. 23, At Hanover, John A. Moulton and Annie A.
Damon, both of Norwell, by Rev. Andrew
Reade.
Feb. 5, At North Scituate, Fred W. Gardner and Mary
A. Burns, both of Ncrwell, by Rev. Arthur
W. Chase.
Feb. 6, At Norwell, Charles H. Smith and Josephine J.
Barden, both of Norwell, by Rev. Frederick
H. Kidder.
Feb. 8, At Cohasset, William T. Litchfield of Cohasset
and Eva Griffin of Norwell, by Rev. WilHam
R. Cole.
Mar. 5, At Hanover, Allan F. Rand of Norwell and Er-
nestine May Coburn of Worcester, by Rev. John
Wild.
May I, At Marshfield, Frederick A. Stoddard and Mary
H. Brewster, both of Norwell, by Rev. James
Nobbs.
May 29, At Hanover, Ralph Starr Lovell of Rockland and
Clara May Merrill of Norwell, by Rev. John
Wild.
July 30, At Hanover, Fred Carroll Studley of Hanover
and Garaphelia Wilder of Norwell, by Rev.
Melvin S. Nash.
Aug. 19, At Cohasset, Jeremiah H. Lehan and Rose Anna
Lemery, both of Norwell, by Rev. William H.
McDonough.
Sept. 6, At Rockland, Walter Southard Briggs and Char-
lotte Osborn, both of Norwell, by Rev. B. H.
Lane.
Sept. 16, At Norwell, Charles Thomas Stockbridge of
Hingham and Ada Frances Reed of Norwell,
by Rev. Frederick L. Cleveland.
\ i
Sept. 17, At Norwell, Horace Tower Fogg and L. Isabella
Faulkner, both of Norwell, b}^ Rev, Edw^ard H.
Keens.
Sept. 30, At Norwell, Horace M. Hunt of Rockland and
Sarah C. Nash of Norwell, by Rev. Edward H.
Keens.
Oct. I, At North Hanover, James J. Farrar of Brockton
and Mary E. Farrar of Norwell, by Rev. Fred-
erick L. Cleveland.
Oct. 6, At Hanover, Charles E. Brewster and Flora Bates
both of Norwell, by Rev. Melvin S. Nash.
Oct. 8, At Norwell, Charles E. Simmons and Elizabeth
A. Chandler, both of Norwell, by Rev. John
Wild.
Oct. 15, At Norwell, Marshall Wallace Leavitt of Hanover
and Bertha Josephine Hatch of Norwell, by
Rev. John Wild.
Oct. 18, At Hanover, Louis B. Whiting of Hanover and
Flora Young of Norwell, by Rev. Melvin S.
Nash.
Oct. 19, At Norwell, George Francis Crocker of Norwell
and Lena Woodward Sampson of Rockland, by
Rev. Melvin S. Nash.
Nov. 21, At Hanover, Stacy Graham Benson of Norwell
and Leona E. Eaurie of Hingham, by Rev. Mel-
vin S. Nash.
Dec. 17, At Norwell, John Gunderway of Hanover and
Clara Patterson of Norwell, by Rev. Edward H.
Keens.
Dec. 28, At Norwell, Elmer Wallace Henderson of Rock-
land, and Florence May Hunt of Norwell, by
Rev. John Wild.
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Report of the Town Treasurer,
Horace T. Fogg, Treas., in account with Town of NorwelL
Dr.
To cash on hand January 20, 1902, $2,741 34
Dog tax 1901, refunded, 305 88
Income Massachusetts school fund, 917 44
Refunded by the Commonwealth :
Corporation tax, 6,539 76
National bank tax, 757 86
Support State paupers, 14 25
Superintendent of Schools, 416 66
Inspection of Animals, 16 25
Education of children, 47 50
State aid, i)957 00
Street Railway tax, 345 18
Refunded by Towns
:
Town of Holbrook, aid, 104 00
Towm of Whitman, aid, 79 50
Town of Marshfieldi aid, 64 00
Town of Plymouth, aid, 14 50
Town of Scituate, aid, 64 75
Town of Hanover, aid, 5 00
City of Boston, aid, 18 75
Board of Mary L- Bowker, refunded, 169 46
Sale of lots in cemetery, 30 00
South Scituate Savings Bank, notes in anticipation
of taxes, 5,800 00
Charles S. Tilden, fish rights, 5 50
Charles A. Bates, interest, 7 50
Second District Court, fines, 12 00
20
Harry S. Merrett, license, $2 00
John B. Benson, license, 2 00
Town of Scituate, use of roller, 5 00
F. D. Graves, use of roller, 5 00
Geo. W. Griggs, 3 75
School Committee, sale of boards, 00
James H. Pinkham, Superintendent of Almshouse, 91 00
Interest on temporary deposit. 34 29
Old Colony Street Railway, excise tax, 203 yJO
Additional assessment, 1901, 9 80
Assessment of 1902, 13,111 70
$33,902 70
Cr.
By Cash paid on Selectmen's orders, |i7»832 67
Post 112, G. A. R., per vote of Town, 100 00
Alpheus Thomas, Moderator, per vote of Town, 5 06
Police Urhcers ann constables, oecona District
-1-4-
v^ouri. 32 35
South Scituate Savings Bank, anticipation notes, 5,800 GO
South Scituate Savings Bank, interest on above
notes, 149 08
South Scituate Savings Bank, on account of time
loan. 5,000 00
South Scituate Savings Bank, interest on time
loan, 489 Do
Interest on Coffin poor fund note. 80 GO
Interest on A. T. Otis poor fund note. 52 GO
Scituate tax, 6 23
State tax, 510 GO
County tax, 1,084 69
Cash on hand to balance, 2,761 GO
$33,902 70
Respectfully submitted,
HORACE T. FOGG, Treas.
i
Tax Collector s Report.
Andrew J. Litchfield, in account with the town of Norwell.
Dr.
To excise tax of Old Colony Street Railway Co. $203 08
To assessment of May i, 1902 13,111 70
$13,314 78
Cr.
By excise tax paid Treasurer $203 08
By cash paid Treasurer 12,778 94
By cash deposited with Treasurer to relieve
bondsmen 332 76
$13,314 78
ANDREW J. LITCHFIELD, Collector.
TAXES ABATED.
1 901 Tax.
Benj. Briggs $12 52
Laban R. Bates 2 29
David H. Bates 2 37
Samuel Olsen 2 73
22
Asnburton W . Finson $4 35
TT T ' 1 1 • TT T^ J AWilliam H. Pratt 2 87
Mary Shepherd 7 25
Mar}' R. Turner 7 25
Lnarles r. ialbot 2 GO
Angelme \ . Rogers 4 35
Alden Beacii 2 00
Cnas. David 3 67
B. L. Griswold 2 00
rrank h,. Jonnson 2 00
t~\ 1 TT TT 1 11Lhas. H. Kendall 2 00
Judson P. King 2 00
vVilliam C. Litchfield 2 36
Hiram Damon 2 00
Elisha Jacobs, est. 2 03
IvOuis E. White 2 00
Mrs. Lnas. B. Hatch I 45
rrank xl. Wnitcner 2 GO
E. E. Gunder«-ay 2 29
John W. Osborn 2 00
Mrs. Almira Griswold
. 3 99
Matthew Silva 2 00
Betsey B. Tolman, est. 12 70
Assessors' Report.
Value of buildings $44'?,Qi8 00
land 236,997 00
" " personal 159,340 00
Total $
State tax $510 00
County tax 1,084 69
Town tax 11,255 01
Overlaying 262 00
Total tax
Street railway excise tax, $203.08.
Assessors' warrant to collector, $13,111.70.
Rate of taxation per thousand, i514.50.
Number of polls assessed 464
Paying poll tax only
Horses assessed 398
Cows assessed 223
Neat cattle other than cows 43
Sheep assessed 56
Swine assessed 30
Fowl assessed ^6,408
Dwelling houses assessed 447
Acres of land assessed 12,017
$13,111 70
GEORGE W. GRIGGS,
ALPHEUS THOMAS,
HENRY D. SMITH,
Assessors of Norwell.
Highways.
DISTRICT NO. I.
Share of appropriation $256 92
iimotny bneenan, 10 daj'S at p2 ^32 00
Edwm C. Briggs and 2 horses, 18 hours at 50c 9 00
John R. Lollamore and 2 horses, 36 hours at 50c 18 00
Charles K. Brewster and 2 horses, 18 hours at 50c 9 00
Daniel Barnes and 2 horses, 44 hours at 50c 22 00
Wm. H. Farrar and 2 horses, 53 hours at 50c 20 50
Wm. H. Farrar and i horse, 10 hours at 33 1-3C 3 33
Asa Robinson and i horse, 23 hours at 33 1-3C 7 67
J. bheehan and i horse, 27 hours at 33 1-3C 9 GO
J. Sheehan, 72 hours at 20c 14 40
Charles Scull}-, 114 1-2 hours at 20c 22 90
Wm. E. Wilder, 18 hours at 20c 60
Brenton H. Griffin, 99 hours at 20c 19 80
Edward L. Loring, 82 hours at 20c 16 40
Edward L. Loring and i horse, 27 hours at 33 1-3C 9 GO
George H. Bates, 27 hours at 20c 5 40
C. V. Chapman, 9 hours at 20c I 80
Charles Pratt, 23 hours at 20c 4 6g
Charles Abbott, 23 hours at 20c 4 6g
Alonzo Prout}', 18 hours at 20c 3 60
Asa Vining, 14 hours at 20c 2 80
John Brown, gravel 4 50
Elisha Sprague, gravel 4 00
Alva C. Tisdale, gravel 4 50
C. B. Collins, gravel 2 GO
25
Samuel Litchfield, gravel $3 75
Edward W. Gardner, smith work i 00
P265 15
TIMOTHY SHEEHAN,
Surv^eyor.
DISTRICT NO. 2.
Share of appropriation ^05 14
Edwin E. Jacobs, 9 davs at $2.00 $18 GO
Edwin E. Jacobs and 2 horses, 129 hours at 50c* 64 50
Edwin J\ Taoobs and t horse 7.1 hours at 11 i-ic 1
1
00
Edw^in E. Jacobs, 2 horses, 36 hours at 33 1-3C 12 GO
Edwin E. Jacobs, i horse, 27 hours at 16 2-3C 4 50
RdwarH A Tf^pob^ t dnv at y^i 00 2 OG
Edward A.. Jacobs and 2 horses, 22 hours at 50c 1 GO
George \V. Rix and 2 horses, 55 hours at 50c 27 50
George W. Rix, 20 loads gravel at 6c I 20
James W. Warner, i horse, 18 hours at 16 2-3C 3 GO
Andrew Clapp and i horse, 15 hours at 33 1-3C 5 GO
Andrew Clapp, 50 hours at 20c 10 GO
Patrick McNicol, 25 hours at 20c 5 GG
Edwin C. Briggs, 20 1-2 hours at 20c 4 IG
Edwin C. Briggs and 2 horses, 27 hours at 50c 13 50
Edwin C. Briggs, 2 horses, 9 hours at 33 1-3C 3 GG
Alonzo Stoddard, 90 hours at 20c 18 GO
Henr}^ Fox, 18 hours at 20c 3 60
Charles H. Wilder, 128 1-2 hours at 20c 25 70
Charles H. Wilder, i horse, 18 hours at 16 2-3C 3 OG
Albion Damon, 76 1-2 hours at 20c 15 30
Henry Main, 99 hours at 20c 19 80
Patrick Gammon, 108 hours at 20c 21 6g
Simeon Damon, 11 1 hours at 20c 22 20
26
Frank Damon, i8 hours at 20c $3 60
W illiam J. Ha^-den, 72 hours at 20c 40
0. D. Burhoff, 71 1-2 hours at 20c 14 30
Alpheus Damon, 9 hours at 20c I 80
Alpheus Damon, use of tools I 50
Benjamin Loring and 2 horses, 36 hours at 50c 18 00
Benjamin Loring, 30 loads gravel at 6c 80
W^alfpr T^Ticrcrc q Timir<> at 900 I 80
Joseph Briggs, 9 hours at 20c I 80
W. A. Spaulding, 27 hours at 20c 5 40
William Briggs, 4 loads gravel at 6c 24
Bela Jacobs Estate, 132 loads gravel at 6c 7 92
George F. Welch, drain pipe 4 30
$401 36
EDWIN E. JACOBS, Surveyor.
DISTRICT NO. 3.
Share of appropriation $439 72
C. 0. Litchfield, 22 1-2 days at $2.00 $45 GO
C. 0. Litchfield and 2 horses, 144 1-2 hours at 50c 72 25
C. 0. Litchfield, i horse, 70 1-2 hours at 16 2-30 1
1
75
C. 0. Litchfield, post and rails I 50
CO. Litchfield, sharpening picks 40
CO. Litchfield, 2 horses, 9 hours at 33 1-3C 3 00
Clifford Brett and 2 horses, 70 1-2 hours at 50c 35 25
Clifford Brett and t horse, 4 hours at 33 1-3 I 33
Nelson Osborn, 28 hours at 20c 5 60
Scott Osborne, 25 1-2 hours at 20c 5 10
Henr}^ Leavitt, 151 1-2 hours at 20c 30 30
Robert Leavitt, 132 hours at 20c 26 40
Alvin Baker, 60 hours at 20c 12 00
Henry Winslow, 12 hours at 20c 2 40
27
Fred Bates and two horses, 112 1-2 hours at 50c $56 25
Fred Bates, gravel, 43 loads at 6c 2 58
George Richardson, 159 1-2 hours at 20c 90
Levi Osborne, 32 hours at 20c 6 40
George Vinal, 40 hours at 20c 8 00
George Vinal, gravel, 14 loads at 6c 84
Alvin Vinal, 16 hours at 20c 3 20
Wallace Hackett and 4 horses, 9 hours at 83 1-30 7 50
Wallace Hackett, gravel, 44 loads at 6c 2 64
Ed. Winslow, 18 hours at 20c 3 60
Wm. Morse, 9 hours at 20c I 80
Ro}^ Richardson, 32 hours at 20c 6 40
A. Iv. Richardson, 63 hours at 20c 12 60
Earl Richardson, 63 hours at 20c 12 60
Lyman Lincoln, 54 hours at 16 2-3C 9 00
E. G. Bates, gravel, 48 loads at 6c 2 88
I yjz,
Walter Simmons, gravel, 27 loads at 6c I 62
Mr. Unangst, gravel, 80 loads at 6c 4 80
Henry Ford, gravel, 7 loads at 6c 42
A. J. Sprague, gravel, 115 loads at 6c 6 90
Geo. F. Welch & Co., drain pipe 9 00
$444 83
C. 0. LITCHFIELD, Sun^eyor
DISTRICT NO. 4.
Share of appropriation $29 I 50
J. H. Hatch, 9 1-2 days at $2.00 $19 00
J. H. Hatch, man and 2 horses, 72 hours at 50c 36 00
J. H. Hatch, 2 horses, 51 hours at 33 1-3C 17 00
J. H. Hatch, I horse, 20 hours at 16 2-3C 3 33
J. H. Hatch, man and i horse, 7 hours at 33 1-30 2 33
28
J. W. Hatch, 106 hours at 20c $21 20
Archie Merritt, 18 hours at 20c 3 60
Chas. A. Bates, lighting Black pond bridge I 50
John Whalen, 46 hours at 20c 9 20
John Whalen and 2 horses, 49 hours at 50c 24 50
John Whalen, one horse, 16 hours at 16 2-3C 2 67
John Whalen, two horses, 9 hours at 33 1-3C 3 GO
Fred W. Gardner and two horses, 36 hours at 50c 18 GO
Fred W. Gardner, one man, 18 hours at 20c 3 60
George H. Turner and 2 horses, 18 hours at 50c 9 GO
John F. Wilder, 57 hours at 20c 1
1
40
George Jenkins, ^6 hours at 20c 7/ 20
Caleb L. Litchfield, 44 hours at 20c 8 80
Caleb D. Litchfield, 9 hours at 20c I 80
Herbert Litchfield, 32 hours at 20c 6 40
D. Oscar Wagner and 2 horses, 14 hours at 50c 7 00
John T. Moody and 2 horses, 9 hours at 50c 4 50
Laban Bates, 4 hours at 20c 80
Geo. F. Welch & Co., drain pipe 9 6g
Jesse Reed, 5 hours at 20c I 00
A. J. Litchfield, gravel, 18 loads at 6c I g8
W. S. Blanchard, gravel, 12 loads at 6c 72
John T. Moody, gravel, 61 loads at 6c 3 66
C. H. Kilburn, gravel, 38 loads at 6c 2 28
A. J. Litchfield & Son 2 45
$242 62
J. H. HATCH, Surveyor.
DISTRICT NO. 5.
Share of appropriation $395 26
Wm. 0. Merritt, 32 days at $2.00 $64 00
Wm. 0. Merritt, i rake 75
29
Wm. O. Merritt, 2 horses four hours at 30c $1 20
Guy Merritt and 2 horses 272 1-2 hours at 50c 136 25
Gu}^ Merritt, 45 hours at 20c 9 00
L. Frank Hammond and 2 horses, 47 1-2 hours at 50c 23 75
John Sparrell and two horses, 78 1-2 hours at 50c 39 25
Frank Baker, 224 hours at 20c 44 80
E. F. Freeman, 127 1-2 hours at 20c 25 50
Wm. E. Sexton, 99 hours at ^oc 19 80
Albert Merritt, 48 hours 20c 9 60
Geo. Barrell, 9 houTvS at 20c I 80
Harry G. Pinson, 45 hours at 20c 9 00
John Prince, 28 1=2 hours at 20c 5 70
Harry Merritt, 27 hours at 20c 5 40
0. H. Lake, 58 hours at 20c 1
1
60
Daniel R. Ewell, 10 hours at 20c 2 00
Mrs. David Torrey, gravel 9 36
Mrs. Emma Bates, gravel 7 86
H. S. Turner & Co., i shovel 75
C. W. Tilden, smithwork I 40
Geo. F. Welch & Co., 2 shovels 2 00
$430 77
WM. 0. MERRITT, Surveyor.
DISTRICT NO. 6.
Share of appropriation $311 26
J. W. Burns, 20 days at $2 $40 GO
J. W. Burns, 2 horses 4 days at $3 12 00
J. W. Burns, i horse 2 days at $1.50 3 GO
J. W. Burns, gravel 2 64
B. F. Burns and 2 horses, 91 hours at 50c 45 50
James Spellman, 108 hours at 20c 21 60
Hosea L. Stetson, 117 hours at 20c 23 40
30
John C. Brown and 2 horses, 40 hours at 50c $20 00
TT7" I1. 1_ ^ ,Walter Osborn, 13 hours at 20c 2 60
Seth 0. Fitts, 94 hours at 20c 18 80
H. L. Ford and 2 horses, 27 hours at 50c 13 50
James W. Sampson and 2 horses, 36 hours at 50c 18 CO
James W. Sampson, gravel 84
James Green, gravel 6 54
Walter Jacobs, 18 hours at 20c 3 60
James A. Wallace, 64 hours at 20c 12 80
Wm. Briggs, 35 hours at 20c 7 00
Geo. F. Welch & Co., i pick I 25
Geo. F. Welch & Co., sc3'the, etc. I 60
F. M. Curtis & Co., 2 shovels I 50
A. J. Litchfield & Son, supplies 3 60
Henry C. Ford and 2 horses 72 hours at 50c 36 00
i^295 77
JOHN W. BURNS, Surveyor.
DISTRICT NO. 7.
Share of appropriation $400 20
F. E. Henderson, 17 days at $2 $34 00
F. E. Henderson, man and 2 horses 83 hours at 50c 50
F. E. Henderson, 2 horses 27 hours at 33 1-3C 9 GO
F. E. Henderson, 44 1-2 hours at 20c 8 90
J. C. Durnin and 2 horses, 100 hours at 50c 50 GO
Mrs. Laura Rockwell, man and horse 38 hours at
33 I-3C 12 67
Mrs. Laura Rockwell, i horse 4 hours at 16 2-3C 66
Samuel Vinal, 93 hours at 20c 18 6g
James B. Knapp, 45 hours at 20c 9 GG
James B. Knapp and i horse, 77 1-2 hours at 33 1-3C 25 83
Albion Snowdale, 149 hours at 20c 29 8g
John Knapp, 60 1-2 hours at 20c 12 IG
31
James W. Studley, 150 1-2 hours at 20c $30-10
Chas. Smith, 85 hours at 20c 17 00
Howard Packard, 30 hours at 20c 6 00
Robert Montgomery, 39 1-2 hours at 20c 7 90
Robert Montgomery and i horse 51 hours at 33 1-3C 16 99
Robert McKee, 113 1-2 hours at 20c 22 70
Chas. Simmons, 41 hours at 20c 0 20
Wm. Rand, 5 hours at 20c I 00
F. H. Kidder, 23 1-2 hours at 20c 4 70
Angus Piper, 24 1-2 hours at 20c 4 90
I. Chenervert, 64 hours at 33 1-3C 21 33
Lucy Turner, gravel, 240 loads at 6c 14 40
Everett Winslow, gravel, 83 loads at 6c 4 98
E. E. Stetson, gravel, 58 loads at 6c 3 48
$415 74
FRANCIS E. HENDERSON, Surveyor.
GENERAL HIGHWAY ACCOUNT.
Good Roads Machinery Co., edge $8 00
C. W. Tilden, labor on road machine 8 00
$16 00
Amount of appropriation $2,500 00
Amount expended 2,512 23
Removing Snow.
District No. i.
Timotli}' Sheehaii, 17 1-2 hours at 25c $4 37
Jern^ Sheehan, 16 1-2 hours at 25c 4 12
Jerr}^ Sheehan and i horse, 26 hours at 50c 13 00
Peter Sheehan, 2 hours at 25c 50
John Brown, 5 1-2 hours at 25c I 37
John A. Saw3-er, 8 hours at 25c 2 00
Wm. H. Farrar and 2 horses, 10 1-2 hours at 75c 7 87
Wm. H. Farrar and i horse, 21 hours at 50c 10 50
Wm. H. Farrar, 9 hours at 25c 2 25
J. H. Prouty, 51-2 hours at 25c I 38
B. W. Prouty, 2 hours at 250 50
John A. Prouty, 6 hours at 25c I 50
E. L. Loring, 7 hours at 25c I 75
John Loring, 3 hours at 25c 75
Wilfred C. Bowker, 21-2 hours at 25c 63
C. K. Totman, 3 hours at 25c 75
Geo. H. Bates, 9 hours at 25c 2 25
Alpheus Thomas, 6 1-2 hours at 25c I 63
C. F. Scully, 5 hours at 25c I 25
Bernard Scully, '5 1-2 hours at 25c I 37
Chas. Scully, 3 hours at 25c 75
G. A. Bates, 5^hours at 25c I 25
William Loring, 4 hours at 25c I GO
A. W. Thomas, 41-2 hours at 25c I 12
Edward Joyce, 5 hours at 25c I 25
0. W. Lambert, 5 hours at 25c I 25
H. F. Mann, 4 hours at 25c I GO
33
F. W. Damon, 5 hours at 25c
H. W. Penninian, 4 1-2 hours at 25c
W. M. Shaw, 2 hours at 25c
Marshall Griffin, 8 hours at 25c
Wm. G. Collamore, 9 hours at 25c
Geo. Farrar, 3 hours at 25c
DISTRICT No. 2.
E. E. Jacobs, 14 hours at 25c
E. A. Jacobs and 2 horses, 16 hours at 75c
George Rix, 6 hours at 25c
George Rix and 2 horses, 4 hours at 75c
Benj. Loring and 2 horses, 19 1-2 hours at 75c
Alpheus Damon, 7 hours at 25c
Chas. H. Wilder, 7 hours at 25c
Wallace Damon, 61-2 hours at 25c
Albion Damon, 61-2 hours at 25c
Alden Damon, 6 hours at 25c
Fred Jones, 6 hours at 25c
Chas. Curtis, 6 hours at 25c
Robert Brown, 6 hours at 25c
Patrick Gammon, 6 hours at 25c
Andrew^ Clapp, 4 hours at 25c
Frank Jones, 7 hours at 25c
Herbert F. Howard, 2 hours at 25c
Henry Main, 21-2 hours at 25c
Wm. Hayden, 5 hours at 25c
Joshua Freeman, 4 hours at 25c
Howard Freeman, '3 3-4 hours at 25c
F. B. Corbett, 4 hours at 25c
Ezekiel Gunderway, 5 hours at 25c
W. N. Gunderw^ay, 3 3-4 hours at 25c
Alonzo Stoddard, 7 hours at 25c
$1 25
1 12
2 00
2 25
75
$75 22
$3 50
12 00
I 50
3 00
14 63
I 75
I 75
I 63
I 63
I 50
I 50
I 50
I 50
I 50
I 00
I 75
50
63
I 25
I 00
94
I 00
I 25
94
1%
f60 90
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DISTRICT NO. 3.
C. O. lyitchfield and 2 horses, 31 hours at 75c $23 25
Walter Simmons and 2 horses, 12 hours at 75c 9 00
Walter Simmons and i horse, 4 hours at 50c 2 00
Andrew Stockbridge and i horse, 4 hours at 50c 2 00
Wallace Hackett, 3 men and 4 horses, 4 hours at
gi.75 7 00
Bert Richardson, 5 1-2 hours at 25c i 38
Carl Richardson, 5 1-2 hours at 25c i 38
A. L. Richardson, 2 hours at 25c 50
Frank Richardson, 3 hours at 25c 75
Robert Leavitt, 4 hours at 25c i 00
Harr}' Gardner, 51-2 hours at 25c i 38
Henr}' Munnis, 4 hours at 25c i 00
Geo. Vinal, 7 hours at 25c i 75
Henry Leavitt, 41-2 hours at 25c i 13
Iy3'man Lincoln, 31-4 hours at 25c 81
Samnel Olson, 31-2 hours at 25c 88
Levy Osborn, 31-2 hours at 25c 88
Scot Osborn, 31-2 hours at 25c 88
H. Osborn, 31-2 hours at 25c 88
Nelson Osborn, 41-2 hours at 25c i 13
$58 98
DISTRICT No. 4.
J, H. Hatch and 2 horses, 25 hours at 75c $18 75^
J, H. Hatch, 2 horses, 5 1-2 hours at 50c 2 75.
J. H. Hatch, 10 hours at 25c *^ 2^50.
J. W. Hatch, 12 hours at 25c 3 00.
Francis Merritt, 9 hours at 25c 2 25
Percy Merritt, 8 hours at 25c 2 00
Charles F. Studley, 6 hours at 25c i 50
35
John F. Wilder, 6 hours at 25c $1 50
A. J. Smith, 6 hours at 25c i 50
Geo. Jenkins, 6 1-2 hours at 25c i 62
Fred W. Gardner, 3 hours at 25c 75
Fred W. Gardner, 2 horses, 5 1-2 hours at 50c 2 75
Adolph Gardner, 6 1-2 hours at 25c i 62
C. C. Merritt, 10 hours at 25c 2 56
Ralph Merritt, 10 hours at 25c 2 50
John E. Leslie, i hour 25
Jesse Reed, i hour 25
Geo. H. Turner, i hour 25
Oliver Litchfield, 10 hours at 25c 2 50
Luther Litchfield, 10 hours at 25c 2 50
Richard Litchfield, 10 hours at 12 i-2c, i 25
Percy Litchfield, 10 hours at 25c
^
2 50
Samuel Ward, 4 hours at 25c i 00
Caleb D. Litchfield, 9 hours at 25c 2 25
Harry Brown, 6 hours at 12 i-2c 75
2. H. Kilburn, 9 hours at 25c 2 25
John Bates, 2 1-2 hours at 25c 62
W. L. Briggs, 7 hours at 25c i 75
Herbert Litchfield, 7 hours at 25c i 75
$67 36
DISTRICT NO. 5.
Wm. O. Merritt, 11 hours at 25c $2 75
Albert Osborn and 2 horses, 22 hours at 75c 16 50
L. F. Hammond and 2 horses, 41-2 hours at 75c 3 37
Chas. Hammond, 10 hours at 25c 2 50
W. E. Sexton, 8 hours at 25c 2 00
Geo. W. Barrell, 7 hours at 25c i 75
Edward Jacobs, 4 hours at 25c i 00
Hairy Merritt, 4 hours at 25c i 00
Harold Sexton, 3 hours ati2i-2c 37
36
Everett Corthell, 6 hours at 25c
Henry Phillips, i hour at 25c
Ernest H. Sparrell, 6 hours at 25c
Guy Merritt and 2 horses, 24 hours at 75c
J. H. Sparrell and 2 horses, 11 hours at 75c
W. Sears, 3 1-2 hours at 25c
James Hayes, 10 1-2 hours at 25c
E. F. Freeman, 10 1-2 hours at 25c
Frank Baker, 10 hours at 25c
Walter Briggs, 3 hours at 25c
DISTRICT No. 6.
John W. Burns and 2 horses, 20 hours at 75c
John W. Burns, 8 hours at 25c
Chauncy Litchfield, 12 1-2 hours at 25c
A Black, 10 hours at 25c
F. Burns and 2 horses, 9 hours at 75c
F. Burns, 4 hours at 25c
E. H. lyoring, 5 hours at 25c
Marshall C. Hatch, 12 1-2 hours at 25c
J. P. Spellman, 5 hours at 25c
Seth O. Fitts, 12 hours at 25c
Chester O. Fitts, 11 hours at 20c
Harry G. Pinson, 9 hours at 25c
John F. Hatch, 12 1-2 hours at 25c
Wm. Monahan, 5 hours at 25c
DISTRICT NO. 7.
F. E. Henderson and 2 horses, 20 hours at 75c
F. E. Henderson and i horse, 17 hours at 50c
Ralph Gardner, 1 1 hours at 25c
$1 50
25
1 50
18 00
8 25
87
2 62
2 62
2 50
75
$70 10
$15 00
2 00
3 13
2 50
6 75
I GO
I 25
3 13
1 25
3 00
2 20
2 25
3 13
I 25
$47 84
$15 GO
8 50
2 75
37
Allie Rand, 6 hours at 25c
W. R. Smith, 3 hours at 25c
Harold Stetson, 6 3-4 hours at 25c
Fred Smith, 2 hours at 25c
Wm. H. Appleford, 9 1-2 hours at 25c
A. Snowdale, 2 hours at 25c
W. Chamberlain, 2 hours at 25c
Chas. Smith, 10 hours at 25c
A. Montgomery, 3 hours at 25c
James W. Studley, 2 hours at 25c
Robert Smith, 91-2 hours at 25c
R. S. Winslow, 7 hours at 25c
James Smith, 9 1-2 hours at 25c
Lenni Dagan, 91-2 hours at 25c
Wm. Latoir, 6 hours at 25c
J. M. Winslow, 8 hours at 25c
James Appleford, 6 hours at 25c
Geo. A. Appleford, 4 hours at 15c
C. E. Barnard, 4 hours at 25c
Amount of appropriation
Total cost of removing snow
$1 50
75
1 69
50
2 38
50
50
2 50
75
50
2 38
1 75
2 38
2 38
1 50
2 00
I 50
60
I 00
$53 31
$203 08
433 71
Report of Overseers of the Poor.
ALMSHOUSE ACCOUNT.
Articles on hand Jan. i, 1902 $339 62
James H. Pinkham, Supt., salary $300 00
Qo 00
D W Tnrnpr Rr Ssnn wonrl
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Smith 00
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Smith A'+ 00
A. A. Page, fish, etc. 1
7
2 I
Creo F Welch coal and oil cloth
Turner Bros., seeds I 8s
Frank Thomas, use of stock I 00
John Monahan, dry goods 24
W. W. Cutler, supplies 62 83
Ames Plow Co., mowing machine 33 GO
L. F. Hammond, use of stock 2 GO
W. F. Burrell, shoes 2 75
Samuel Olson, fish etc. 9 47
Geo. F. Welch, lime 55
Geo. H. Turner, fertilizer 17 00
Phillips, Bates & Co., coal 62 50
Warren Foster, watching with an inmate 2 50
Iv. W. Orcutt, clothing 3 15
C. A. Berry, fertilizer 22 90
39
H. J. Little, medical attendance $7 00
John A. Loring, pump 19 22
C. \V. Tilden, smithwork 12 55
James Pinkham, articles bought for cash 124 78
Total - $1,640 98
ALMSHOUSE RECEIPTS.
Cash on hand $4 12
116 lbs. of pork 8 70
Fresh pork I 25
Junk I 52
Summer vegetables 6 40
Conveying Mary Gardner 50
Mowing for Amos Tilden I 50
Barrels 2 40
Meals for insane man I 00
Prizes on vegetables at Marshfield Fair 5 00
Bread and flour prizes at Marshfield Fair I 75
Carrots 57 29
Potatoes 24 88
Milk 61 27
Hggs 15 II
Fowl 18 10
Mowing for Geo. W. Griggs 3 75
1-2 hog and 2 calves 25 23
$239 77
ARTICLES ON HAND, DECEMBER 31, 1902.
2 hogs
I horse
$30 GO
40 00
40
2 COWS 75 00
60 fowl 30 00
Manure 20 00
6 tons of hay 108 00
Lumber 10 00
Potatoes 35 00
Mangles 10 00
Onions 3 50
Turnips 2 00
Pumpkins 2 00
Colored beans 00
Crackers I 00
Flour I 50
Groceries 7 00
1-2 ton corn stalks 5 00
Shingles 75
$383 75
SUMMARY OF ALMSHOUSE ACCOUNTS.
Total expenditure $1,640 98
A1.MSHOUSE Crkdits.
Articles sold $239 77 ^
Articles on hand Dec. 31, 1902 383 75
$623 52
Total cost of Almshouse, including 66 tramps $1,017 46
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OUT-DOOR POOR.
Edwin C. LitchfieIvD's Children.
Town of Weymouth, aid $127 68
Town of Whitman, aid 27 55
Mrs. Josephine Grant, aid 80 00
$235 23
Oscar Sylvester.
A. J. Ivitchfield & Son, shoes $1 20
Cora J. Prince, board 23 85
Mary Phillips, board 4 29
Diana Pierce, board 4 50
J. K. Folsom, clothing 4 00
Town of Hanover, aid 2 00
$39 84
Mrs. Nellie T. Hunt.
Town of Whitman, aid $3 88
Nahum Reed, supplies '4 00
Bridget Shea.
$7 88
State Treasurer $146 00
Bella Freeman.
Worcester Insane Asylum $169 46
42
FINANCIAL STATEMENT.
Liabilities.
Notes in favor of South Scituate Savings Bank, $10,500 UU
iNoic.b in lavoi oi voniii xooi r uiui. z,uuu UU
iNOies 111 lavor oi j\. i. wiis rooi ruiiQ, UU
AbSlLlS.
Due from
—
State for state aid, $1,825 00
State for aid to poor, 4 00
State for soldiers' burial, 70 00
Marsnneld lor soldiers reliei, 102 50
Cohasset for aid to poor. 40 58
Duxbury for aid to poor, 72 50
Scituate for aid to poor, 23 95
Hoi brook tor aid to poor, 104 00
Hull for aid to poor. 3 50
Scituate for lumber, 13 92
State for inspection of cattle, 33 01
Granderson mortgage, 150 00
John F. Osborn, board of wife, 254 70
Corporation and bank taxes, estimated. 175 00
Outstanding tax of 1894, 10 66
Cash in hand of treasurer. 1,433 29
List of Jurors.
A list of persons qualified to serve as jurors to be
sented to the town for acceptance or revision
:
Clifton S. Dean, Teacher.
James L. Litchfield, Farmer.
Walter T. Osborn
Orlando H. Lake, Farmer,
Miller.
Kdwin 0 RriP'P's J_ CtX XJJ-V/X •
Charles D. Barnard, Harnessmaker.
.Tosenh C Otis Clerk.
Wallace M. Shaw, Farmer.
John Oorthellfj V/IXXX V_/V^X L'XXV^'XX^ RntiinhpT*
Henry J. Tolman, Carpenter.
Joseph H. Hatch, Farmer.
Henrv F Ford Trfldpr
Asa W^. Robinson, Shoemaker.
OeorP'e Curtis Trader
James E Stodard ShoemakerKyXXV_/\_/ IXXCA/X*.VX •
Arthur F. Stoddard, Cutter,
James H. Studley, Shoemaker.
Jesse Reed, Farmer.
James H. Pinkham, Storekeeper.
Edward E. Jacobs, Farmer,
George S. Corthell, Butcher.
George B. Ellms, Farmer.
Andrew S. Richardson, P'armer.
David Bassford, Carpenter.
Edwin M. Sexton, Farmer.
Nathan S. Turner, Farmer.
Charles H. Wilder, Butcher.
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Mary Ann Gardner.
John S. Brooks, supplies
H. J. lyittle, medical attendance
$49 06
53 50
Mary Agnes Gardner.
A. ly. MacMillan, medical attendance
Taunton Hospital, board
$3 50
78 46
James Costei^IvO.
F. M. Curtis & Co., supplies
B1.MIRA T11.DEN.
Mary A. I^itchfield, board
KvEivYN G. Cromweli..
H. J. I/ittle, medical attendance $5 50
C. W. & K. H. Sparrell, burial of child 12 00
Henry W. Winsi^ow.
H. J. lyittle, medical attendance
Mandana Freeman.
Town of Hanover, aid
Total
45
AID TO PERSONS HAVING SETTLEMENT IN
OTHER CITIES AND TOWNS.
Luke Huff, Rockland.
Everett N. Mann, care $3 50
C. A. Dorr, medical attendance 4 50
Alpheus Thomas, care and expense 3 30
C. W. & E. H. Sparrell, burial 25 00
Wm. H. Sears, Plymouth.
F. M. Curtis & Co., supplies $4 00
H. J. Little, medical attendance 24 00
Chester Taylor, Scituate.
H. S. Turner & Co., supplies $61 90
Torrey & Baker, clothing 5 00
John Monahan, goods i 90
L. W. Orcutt, clothing 12 25
H. J. Little, medical attendance 4 00
Bernard Randall, Duxbury.
H. S. Turner & Co., supplies $2 00
F. M. Curtis & Co, supplies 5 00
H. J. Little, medical attendance 5 00
$36 30
$28 GO
$85 05
$12 CO
46
J. W. Chamberlain, Holbrook.
M. Little, supplies $104 00
Elwin Whiting, Hanover.
Linscott & Bryant, supplies $17 16
Charles E. McPherson, Canton.
Cash, aid $11 71
A. J. Litchfield & Son, supplies 67 30
H. J. Little, medical attendance 19 75
Wm. E. Prince, Hingham.
Alonzo C. Sylvester, board $4 00
W. L. Grovestein, medical attendance 17 50
$gS 76
$21 50
Fred Corbett, Hanover.
H.J. Little, medical attendance $15 00
Levi L. Pierce, Hanson.
Cash, aid $$ 00
George W. Dyer, Boston.
H. S. Turner & Co., supplies $5 00
47
George W. Griggs, cash paid out $4 75
H.J. Little, medical attendance 2 00
$11 75
Total $434 52
SUMMARY OF POOR ACCOUNT.
Total amount paid for out-door poor $2,063 80
Net cost of poor at Almshouse 1,017 4^
$3,081 26
Less amount refunded by towns $434 52
$2,646 74
GEORGE W. GRIGGS,
ALPHEUS THOMAS,
HENRY D. SMITH,
Overseers of the Poor.
Soldiers' Relief.
Paid-
Joanna Keene, town of Hanover, rent
I 1-2 years $75 00
E. A. Bowker, supplies 4 00
A. L. MacMillan, M. D., attendance 22 25
C. L. Howes, M. D., attendance 5 00
$106 25
SOLDIERS' RELIEF.
To Persons Having a Setti^bment in Other Towns.
Lyman B. Fitts, Marshfield $90 00
Benjamin K. Barrett, Whitman 76 50
R. S. Gurney, Dana 4 50
$171 00
STATE AID PAID IN 1902.
Charles D. Barnard $48 00
David Bassford 4^ 00
Amanda Bassford 48 00
Lorenzo Bates 54 00
B. K. Barrett 72 00
49
rvinaiiaa v^oicniaii GO
Auuic r. v_/Oiciiiaii 24 UVJ
I 2 GO
Timothy B. Chapman DO 00
J onn v^omicii 00
Josephine Corthell A ft45 00
Josiah W^. Chamberlin 72 00
Maria B, Damon 4» 00
Hannah Dover 24 00
Ensign B. Damon ./I ft48 00
juucy jjamon 00
L.narles David. 72 GO
ijaniei k. xi^weii 72 GG
oetn U. ritts DO 00
juyman r>. iriits 72 GO
ixeuuen o. ij-urney 72 GO
Iv. W . vjIObc 1
2
00
J onn 1 . xidicn. DO 00
oaran xiatcn 00
ij-eorge naLcn DO GO
Susan H. Highbee 48 00
John H. Howard. /I ft48 00
wm.il. ivnignt 54 GG
jDraciiora iviLtie Vl ft48 00
v^. ivi . iveaviLi Vl ft4» 00
wm. xi. Morse 48 00
wm. i^. iVierriLt 4« 00
iJiana ir^ierce 24 GO
Wm. idL. Kand. 15 00
Harriet Raymond 48 00
xjci\x\x Jr. -ixu uiiioUii vA^
Mary Shepherd 48 CO
Edwin Studley 48 00
Frank W. Slason 48 GO
Charles H. Totman 48 GO
George 0. Torrcy 72 00
50
George T. Tolman $35 00
James W. Warner 36 00
James H. Williams 72 00
Albert Winslow 48 00
Esther M. Young . 48 00
Approved b}" the Commissioners, and due
from the State $2,250 00
TOWN OFFICERS.
A. J. Litchfield, tax collector $225 00
F. E. Henderson, fire warden, 2 years 10 00
J. C. Otis, recording deaths 16 80
J. C. Otis, registrar of voters 10 00
Henry A. Turner, board of health 2 00
H.J. Little, services to board of health I 50
George W. Griggs, services as selectman, overseer
of the poor and assessor 140 00
Alpheus Thomas, services as selectman, overseer
of the poor and assessor 125 00
Henry D. Smith, services as selectman, overseer
of the poor and assessor 125 GO
Alpheus Thomas, car fare I 00
George Cushing, services as auditor 20 GO
Charles Simmons, services as fire warden, 1901 5 GO
M. L. F. Power, services as school committee 27 68
John Corthell, tree warden 10 OG
E. E. Stetson, services as registrar of voters 15 GG
E. M. Sexton, services as registrar of voters 15 GG
J. F. Merritt, services as registrar of voters 10 GG
C. A. Berry, ser\'ices as registrar of voters 15 GG
Mary E. Curtis, school committee 60 GG
Israel Hatch, servives as school committee 40 42
Benj. Loring, services as school committee 57 50
51
Horace T. Fogg, treasurer $ioo oo
J. W. Foster, notifying town officers 3 50
J. W. Foster, inspection of animals 29 50
J. W. Foster, truant officer i 00
John Whalen, election officer 2 50
Charles Scully, election officer 2 50
J. F. Merritt, services as town clerk 25 20
W. D. Turner, services as fire w^arden 3 25
$1,099 35
TOWN HALL.
F. M. Curtis & Co., oil 55
F. H. Kidder, nailing clapboards 2 80
H. T. Fogg, insurance 22 50
Fred J. Croning, janitor 25 00
$50 85
PAINTING TOWN HALL.
C. J. Harriman, per contract $115 00
C. J. Harriman, inside sashes, blinds, etc. 35 00
$150 00
Appropriation $150 00
REPORT OF TREE WARDEN.
Appropriation $50 00
John Corthell, services $41 60
52
G. T. Sylvester, trees $5 oo
Chas. H. Lapham, labor, 1901 8 97
\Vm. T. Ivapham, labor, 1901 i 00
$56 57
TOWN CEMETERY.
J. H. Sawyer, labor $3 00
C. H. Lapham, 43 hours at 20c 8 60
C. H. Lapham, one horse 8 hours at 16 2-3C i 32
E. C. Briggs, scraping 4 00
John W. Brown, 26 hours at 20c 5 20
E. L. lyoring, 9 hours at 20c i 80
James ly. Prouty, 17 hours at 20c 3 40
$27 32
Received from sale of lots, $30 00
REPAIRS ON GUIDE BOARDS.
Appropriation $100 00
Paid—
T. C. Sampson, for posts $5 50
F. H. Kidder, labor 16 10
John S. Gardner, labor 70 00
$qi 60
The street signs and necessary guide boards are now in
good condition throughout the town.
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UNION BRIDGE.
$1 oo
6 95
$7 95
TOWN INCIDENTALS.
A. J. lyitclifield, cash, paid for stamps, etc. ^14. QO
A. J. lyitclified. & Son, stationery I lO
Tamf<^ ]VrnntP"oiTiprv wfltoViinp" firp J OO
^A7m an Hall watoTiinP' firpVV XXI* XVC^ XI VXCV X X a V> CL V, XX X XX £^ xxx\^ 2 oo
Itllprv P Ainslpv watpViinp" firpJ—/ xxv^xy JL • XA.X XX ox V, y ^ v v c v.. xxx xx c xx x 2 OO
Tohn ^Vildpr watoliinp' firp1 VyXXXX X. • V XXVX^wX y VV CL lrX^XX.XXX 2^ XX X^ 2 oo
Joseph Frame, returning births 75
Geo. E. Mansfield, returning deaths 25
F. M. Curtis, stamps, etc. 12 38
Free Press Publishing Co., warrants 4 00
Free Press Publishing Co., town reports 82 00
F. M. Curtis, stationery 5 17
Geo. W. Rix, moving town clerk's safe 5 00
Carrie M. Ford, printing, etc. 12 00
C. Iv. Homes, returning births I 00
Wakefield Daily Item, assessors' notices I 00
Chas. Smith, labor at Churchill fire I 10
Arthur Snowdale, labor at Churchill fire 80
J. W. Winslow, labor at Churchill fire I 40
Geo. Lee, labor at Churchill fire 60
Edgar Lee, labor at Churchill fire 60
James W. Studley, labor at Churchill fire 80
Warren B. Wrightington, labor at Churchill fire 2 00
Robert McKee, labor at Churchill fire I 60
Paid-
Town of Marshfield, balance due H. L.
House
Town of Marshfield, care of bridge to
Dec. 31, 1902
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W. L. Chamberlain, labor at Churchill fire $2 80
Wm. R. Smith, labor at Churchill fire 2 60
A. B. Conant, labor at Churchill fire 2 10
Bradford P. Stetson, laber at Churchill fire 2 70
Howard Packard, labor at Churchill fire 80
Robert Henderson, labor at Churchill fire 2 80
John S. Barber, plow at Churchill fire 5 00
L. Leech, labor at Churchill fire i 40
F. H. Waterman, labor at Churchill fire i 20
Wakefield Daih^ Item, dog license blanks 2 50
Beal & McCarthy, tuning piano 2 25
Jas. A. Wallace, repairing water trough i 00
Henry D. Smith, labor on Delano Hill water system 75
Thomas Groom & Co., assessors and order books 16 50
H. E. Stetson, watching fire 2 00
Wm. O. Merritt, burying dog 2 00
Helen L. Fogg, rent of vault 8 00
H. T. Fogg, cash book and postage 4 69
W. H. Spencer, labor on pump. District No. 2 . i 75
H. J. Little, returning births i 50
Ed. Freeman, bur34ng dog i 00
Scituate, tax on town flats 6 23
Pembroke, seeding ponds 7 65
Carter Ink Co., ink 50
A. L. MacMillan, vaccination of school children 13 00
$248 17
RECAPITULATION.
Taxes abated $96 47
Highway expenditures 2,512 23
Snow expenditures
, 433 71
Town ofiicers 1,099 35
Town hall 50 85
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Painting town hall $150 00
Tree warden 56 57
Town incidentals 248 17
Cemeter}^ 27 32
Guide boards 91 60
Union bridge 7 95
Almshuuse expenses 1,640 98
Aid to out-door poor 2,063 80
Soldiers' relief 277 25
State aid 2,250 00
Si 1,006 2;
Credits :
Refunded by towns $434 52
Almshouse credits 623 52
State aid 2,250 00
Soldiers' relief 171 00
Cattle inspection, due from State 14 75
Cemetery sale of lots 30 00
Use of road roller 10 00
$3,533 79
$7,472 46
N0RWEI.L, Jan. 20, 1903.
I have examined the accounts of the Selectmen, Collector
and Treasurer and find them correctly cast and proper
vouchers for all payments made.
GEO. CUSHING,
Auditor.
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FINANCIAL STATEMENT.
Liabilities.
Notes in favor of South Scituate Savings Bank $5,500 00
Notes in favor of the Coffin fund 2,000 00
Notes in favor of the Otis fund 1,300 00
Assets.
Due from
—
State for state aid $2,250 00
Towns for aid to poor 434 52
Towns for soldiers' relief 171 00
State for inspection of cattle 14 75
Corporation and bank tax claim 300 28
Outstanding tax of 1894 10 66
John F. Osborn, board of wife 254 70
2ash in hands of treasurer 2,761 00
List of Jurors.
A list of persons qualified to serve as jurors to be presented
to the town for acceptance or revision :
Henry F. Ford, Trader.
James E. Stoddard, Shoemaker.
Fdwin W. Sexton, Farmer.
Andrew S. Richardson, Farmer.
Seth Foster, Retired.
Joseph C. Otis, Retired.
Fred S. Farrar, Farmer.
Edwnn A. Turner, Hotel. Keeper.
James B. Knapp, Farmer.
Henry J. Tolman, Carpenter.
William H. Appleford, Clerk.
Arthur C. Jones, Shoestitcher.
George W. Jones, Shoemaker.
Seth 0. Fitts, Farmer.
Joseph H. Hatch, Farmer.
Lf. Frank Hammond, Farmer.
Wallace H. Damon, Farmer.
Clifton S. Dean, Teacher.
James L,. Litchfield, Farmer.
Charles D. Barnard, Harnessmaker.
Arthur T. Stoddard, Shoecutter.
Willard Torrey, Retired.
Josiah W. Chamberlain, Shoemaker.
Frank M. Vining, Shoemaker.
George F. Cate, Farmer.
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TWENTY-FIFTH ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE
TRUSTEES OF THE COFFIN POOR FUND.
Amount of fund $2,000 00
Loaned on town note at 4 per cent.
On hand Jan. i, 1902 $132 63
Interest on bank book 3 26
Interest on town note 80 00
Paid care of cemetery lot $5 00
Worthy poor 75 00
On hand Jan. i, 1903 135 89
$215 89
$215 89
SEVENTEENTH ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE
TRUSTEES OF THE A. T. OTIS POOR FUND.
Amount of fund $2,000 00
Loaned on town note $1,300 00
Deposited in Savings Bank 700 00
2,000 00
On hand Jan. i, 1902 $131 66
Interest on mortgage 4 75
Interest on bank book 25 78
Interest on town note 52 00
$214 19
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Paid-
Inmates of Almshouse
Worthy poor
Expenses on mortgage
On hand Jan. i, 1903
$214 19
$28 00
46 42
4 80
134 97
Your trustees are pleased to say that the mortgage on
property in Alabama has been paid in full, and as will be
seen by the above financial report the money is now in the
Savings Bank.
FIFTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES
OF THE
NANCY HERSEY CEMETERY FUND.
Amount of fund on deposit Jan. i, 1902 $100 00
Interest on deposit Jan. i, 1902 10 00
Interest on bank book 4 44
Paid for care of lot $3 00
Interest on deposit Jan. i, 1903 n 44
Fund on deposit Jan. i, 1903 100 00
$114 44
$114 44
6o
THIRD ANNUAL REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES
OF THE
BETSEY B. TOLMAN CEMETERY FUND
Amount of fund Sioo oo
Interest on deposit Jan. i, 1902 04
Interest on bank book 4 04
$104 08
Paid for care of lot $4. 08
Fund on deposit Jan. i, 1903 100 00
$104 08
EIGHTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES
OF THE
PRUDENCE C. DELANO TOMB FUND.
Amount of fund
Interest on deposit Jan.
Interest on bank book
Paid for care of lot
Interest on deposit Jan.
Fund on deposit Jan. i
,
$300 00
I, 1902 40 63
13 74
$354 37
$5 00
i> 1903 49 37
1903 300 00
$354 37
6i
FIFTEENTH ANNUAI^ REPORT
OF THE
TRUSTEES OF THE JOSSELYN CEMETERY FUND
Amount of fund $200 00
Interest on deposit Jan. i, 1902 35 88
Interest on bank book 9 50
$245 38
Paid for care of lot $S 00
Interest on deposit Jan. i, 1903 37 38
Fund 200 00
$245 38
ELEVENTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES
OF THK
SAMUEL C. CUDWORTH CEMETERY FUND.
Amount of fund $200 00
Interest on deposit January ist, 1902 10 42
Interest on bank book 8 48
Paid for care of lot $4 00
Interest on deposit Jan. ist, 1903 14 90
Fund $200 00
)2i8 90
>2i8 90
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SEVENTEENTH ANNUAL REPORT OF TRUSTEES
OF THE
A. T. OTIS CEMETERY AND TOMB FUND.
Amount of fund $1,500 00
Interest on deposit Jan. ist, 1902 256 90
Interest on bank book 70 94
$1,827 84
Paid for care of lots $33 90
Interest on deposit Jan. ist, 1903 293 94
Fund 1,5000 00
$1,827 84
GEO. W. GRIGGS,
ALPHEUS THOMAS,
HENRY D. SMITH,
Trustees.
Citizens' Caucus.
The citizens of the Town of Norwell are requested to meet
at the Town Hall, Norw^ell, on Friday evening, February 20th,
1903, at 8 o'clock, to nominate town officers for the ensuing
year, and to transact any other business that may properly
come before them.
Per Order of the Sei^ectmen.

ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE
SCHOOL COMMITTEE
OF THE
TOWN OF NORWELL
FOR THE
FOR THE YEAR J902.
ROCKLAND
:
ROCKLAND STANDARD PRINT.
t903.

Report of the School Committee.
To the Citizens of Norwell:
At the annual town meeting in March, 1902, Mrs. Mary E.
Curtis was elected a member of the School Committee for a
term of three years. The committee organized with Mr.
IvOring, chairman, Mrs. Mary E. Curtis, secretary.
SUPERVISION.
We consider ourselves fortunate in being able to retain the
services of our efficient Superintendent, Mr. C. A. Record.
The progress which our schools are making under his care is
gratifying to the Committee and must be equally so to the
parents and all others interested in educational matters.
BUILDINGS.
During the summer vacation w^e had all the buildings re-
paired in as thorough a manner as possible w4th the means
we had at hand, but still much remains to be done. To
keep six buildings, or nine rooms, in repair, with the small
amount allowed us is almost an impossibilit3\ If all the
schools, or at least the majority of them, w^ere under one roof
how much money would be saved in repairs at least.
The outbuildings in Dist. No. i, which were in very bad
condition, have been repaired and will probably do good ser-
vice for some years, but the time is not far distant when a
new outbuilding for that district will be a necessity.
The school house in Dist. No. 4 has been painted, as was
recommended in last year's report, and by removing the
4window in the front of the building (which for years in spite
of our best endeavors has been an unsightly object) the ap-
pearance has been greatly improved. The fence at the east
side of this building must be rebuilt this year, as it is now
but an apology for a fence. The yard in Dist. No. 5 ought
to be graded, or if this is not done, some work must be done
directly around the building, as it is now so badly washed
that the underpinning is becoming loosened. As it has been
the custom for several years to put new slate blackards in
some one building, this year the choice fell to No. 5, where
two were added. A new fence has replaced the tumble-down
one in Dist. No. 6. After the High School building had been
painted on the outside, the Selectmen, finding that they had
some money left from that appropriation, united with the
Committee in painting the inside and tinting the walls, a
much needed improvement.
TEACHERS.
But two changes have been made in our corps of teachers
during the year. Mr. A. G. Catheron, who had serv^ed as
principal of our High School for two years, resigned at the
end of the school year. His successor, Mr. John A. Hun-
newell, is a graduate of Bates College and has had previous
experience in teaching. His w^ork thus far has been very
satisfactory.
Miss Heinrich, who had taught successfully in Dist. No.
4, sent in her resignation in June, as she had decided to con-
tinue her studies in Germany. Miss Mary A. Schenck was
chosen to fill the vacancy, she having previously taught for
a short time in one of our schools and is giving now, as she
did then, general satisfaction.
Our teachers have had the privilege during the year of
attending the County Convention, also the Teacher's Insti-
tute given by the State Board of Education. While these
two sessions necessitate closing our schools for a day at a
5time, yet the benefits derived by the teachers more than com-
pensate for the loss of time. On the afternoon of May 29, all
the schools, with the exception of Dist. No. i, united in
holding Memorial vSei-i'ices in the Unitarian Church, to which
the public was invited. These exercises proved so much
more enjoyable than the exercises held in the separate school
houses, that it is proposed to hold them every year.
TRANSPORTATION.
At the annual town meeting, it was voted to again trans-
port the pupils. Mr. Wm. T. Lapham, who had been em-
ployed during the winter term to transport the pupils from
No. 2 to the Primary and Grammar schools in No. 5 was
given the contract for one year.
As the time was so short before the schools were to open
for the spring term, it was decided to allow each pupil re-
quiring transportation in Dists. i, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7, a
certain sum per week and some of the older scholars, who
had teams, carried those who had none and thus we managed
until the summer vacation.
At the beginning of the fall term, Mr. James L. Litchfield
was given the contract to transport the pupils from Nos. 4, 5
and 6 to the Grammar and High Schools. By the employ-
ment of Mr. Litchfield in this capacit3^ we have succeeded
in providing transportation for some of our pupils who have
never before been able to attend the schools of this town.
Mrs. E. L. Loring still continues to transport the pupils from
No. 3 to No. 5 and such of the High School pupils who de-
sired transportation. Mr. E. E. Stetson took the contract to
transport the pupils in Dist. No. 7 to the High School.
Mr. L. Frank Hammond, by his contract, goes to Ridge
Hill, taking on his way up all those pupils who attend in
Dist. No. I and bringing back the High School pupils, thus
accommodating quite a large number of children.
We believe that the transportation system has proved a
success this year, and that it will continue.
6We employ only careful drivers, who are cautioned to re-
port any unbecoming conduct or language, and we have
made it a rule that anyone not behaving in a proper man-
ner will be allowed the privilege of walking. We are happy
to say that as yet we have not had to enforce this rule.
OUR SCHOOLS.
By the closing of the schools in Dists. 2 and 3, the consoli-
dation of our schools began, now let us continue the good
w^ork.
Let us get our Grammar Schools together, and with our
High School, have one good building which will accommo-
date the three. All the Grammar pupils from Nos. i, 5 and
7 w^ould only make two common sized schools, under two
teachers, while we now employ three. We claim that very
much better w^ork is done, more interest is shown, where
there are forty pupils than where there are fourteen. You
will agree with us that with numbers there is enthusiasm.
You can't enjoy your pleasures, even, alone. Neither can a
child enjoy or enthuse over a subject with only one beside
himself in the class. With our transportation system, con-
solidation is easy and is the only thing for our schools.
Build an addition to the present High School building and
and put in one good heating plant. We have seats enough
and blackboards enough to furnish two rooms, so the cost
would not be very great wdiile the advantage gained by such
an arrangement would be inestimable and would place the
Norw^cll schools more nearly on a plane with those of sur-
rounding towns. Twice during the year we have been
obliged to close some of our schools because of an epidemic
of measles, otherwise, thanks to the barge system, the at-
tendance has been good.
But still we would urge upon parents the necessity of send-
ing their children to school, sending them every day; do not
let trifles keep them away, they cannot afford to miss one
7day. Just think of the advantages which they enjoy, and
impress it on their minds that their school days, the days of
their youth, will soon pass, never to return.
Teach your children to take care of the school property,
the buildings, the books, the grounds. You would not al-
low them to break your windows or door latches, to whittle
or write on your woodwork, to tear or soil your books, or to
throw refuse on your lawns. We believe that much of the
expense of the minor repairs about the schoolbuildings might
be avoided if children were taught to be more careful.
Let us all endeavor by our united efforts to make the Nor-
well schools the best in the county and her children the best
in the state.
Respectfully submitted,
BENJAMIN LORING,
ISRAEIy HATCH,
MARY E. CURTIS.
School Committee of Norwell.
8EXPENDITURES CHARGEABLE TO THE
APPROPRIATION.
For Winter Term of Ten Weeks, 1902, But Charge-
able TO Appropriation of 1901.
Allison G. Catheron
Mattie S. Wilder
A. Gertrude Jones
Adella F. Nichols
Sarah F. Richardson
Desdemona Heinrich
Louise E. Ford
Martha C. Scully
Marion G. Merritt
Sophia M. Buttrick
Maria W. Tolman
Teachers' Salaries.
)25o 00
105 00
35 00
90 00
80 GO
80 GO
90 GO
90 GG
90 GO
90 GG
90 GG
$1,090 GO
Supervision.
C. A. Record $150 00
Transportation .
Wm. F. Lapham
Mrs. E. L. Loring
$IOG GO
79 08
$179 08
9Care of Rooms.
Clarence Joseph, No. 4, fall term, 1901 $2 00
Mabel Munnis, No. 4, fall term, 1901 i 00
Harry Ainslie, No. 4, fall term, 1901 2 00
Lena Leslie, No. 4, fall term, 1901 i 00
E. W. French, No. 5, winter term, 1902 15 00
Lena Leslie, No. 4, winter term, 2 00
Chester O. Fitts, No. 6, fall and winter terms g 00
Peter J. Sheehan, No. i, winter term 10 00
Wm. C. Tolman, No. 7, wdnter term 3 00
Minnie M. Smith, No. 7, winter term i 50
Mary E. Winslow^ No. 7, winter term i 50
$47 00
$1,466 08
EXPENDITURES CHARGEABLE TO THE
APPROPRIATION.
For Spring and Fali. Terms, 1902.
Teachers' Sai^aries.
A. G. Catheron, Principal of High
School $300 00
John A. Hunnewell, Principal of High
School 320 00
Mattie S. Wilder, Asst. Principal of High
School 294 00
A. Gertrude Jones, drawing teacher 90 00
Adela F. Nichols, District No. i,
Grammar 252 00
lO
Sarah F. Richardson, District No. i,
Primary $240 00
Desdemona Heinrich, District No. 4,
Mixed 96 00
Mary A. Schenck, District No. 4,
Mixed 128 GO
Martha C. Scully, District No. 5,
Grammar 252 00
Marian G. Merritt, District No. 5,
Primary 252 00
Louise E. Eord, District No. 6, Primary 252 00
Sophia M. Buttrick, District No. 7,
Grammar 252 00
Maria Tolman, District No. 7, Primary 252 00
Care of Rooms.
Fred J. Croning, High School ^125 00
Edwin W. French, District No. 5 42 00
Peter J. Sheehan, Dist. No. i 10 00
Mary E. Winslow, Dist. No. 7 3 00
Chester O. Fitts, Dist. No. 6 8 00
William C. Tolman, Dist. No. 7 3 00
Lena Leslie, Dist. No. 4 2 00
Vincent Harriman, Dist. No. i 10 00
Fuel and Fitting,
$2,980 GO
$2G3 GG
Seth O. Fitts, wood and fitting $3 go
Geo. P\ Welch, coal 47 93
Benj. Loring, wood and moving wood 7 50
Fred J. Croning, fitting wood 5 gg
II
Thomas C. Sampson, wood 00
John H. Prouty, wood 30 00
Charles H. Totnian, fitting wood I 2 00
John Whalen, wood 62 72
John Whalen, wood 7 13
Henry C. Ford, sawing wood 22 80
Colin Jordan, housing wood 4 GO
Ralph D. Merritt, housing wood I 50
Phillips, Bates & Co., coal 15 50
Jesse M. Winslow, fitting and housing 10 50
Charles H. Totman, w^ork on wood 10 67
F. E. Henderson, moving wood I 50
John Whalen, moving wood 6 25
^280 00
$3,463 GO
SUPERINTENDENT.
Received from state $250 go
Town appropriation 250 00
$Soo 00
Paid C. A. Record 350 go
$150 00
TRANSPORTATION.
Paid-
Mrs. E. L. Loring, to March 14, 1902 $79 g8
Wm. T. Lapham, to March 14, 1902 iog og
John W. Burns, 39 50
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Mrs. E. ly. lyOring ?255 06
J. C. Durnin 12 50
I^red B. Osborn 54 00
Wm. T. Lapham 200 00
Tilon Williams 28 00
Stacy G. Benson 30 00
Ezra E. Stetson 99 50
James L,. lyitchfield 128 00
ly. Frank Hammond 150 GO
$1,175 64
MASSACHUSETTS STATE SCHOOI. FUND.
Received from state $917 44
Unexpended balance from last year 283 86
$1,201 30
Expense of transportation to Jan., 1903 1,1 75 64
$25 66
AVAIIvABIvE FUNDS FOR PRESENT YEAR.
Town appropriation $3,755 01
Dog tax 305 88
State Board Lunacy and Charity 47 50
Received from state on account of
teacliers' vSalaries 166 66
State school fund (bal.) 25 66
^554, 300 71
Amount expended 3,463 00
$837 71
Expenses to April (estimated) i,5^4 04
Deficit $746 33
13
BOOKS AND SUPPLIES.
E. E. Babb & Co. $i86 39
P. P. Caproni & Bro. 3 GO
D. C. Heath & Co. I 40
Kenney Bros. & Wolkius 1
1
10
Allison G. Catheron 6 GO
Allyn & Bacon ID GG
Geo. F. King & Co. 27 55
Ginn & Co.
.25 29
Samuel Ward Co. 8 25
C. H. Lovell 1 20
J. L. Hammett Co. 38 65
Oliver Ditson Co. 95
Bemis Pub. Co. 3 96
Leavenworth & Myer 54 20
American Book Co. 9 18
Wadsworth, Rowland & Co. 2 70
$399 82
CLEANING SCHOOLHOUSES.
Fred J. Croning, High School ( 1 901 , 1902) $17 00
Mary A. Osborne, Nos. 4 and 5 15 00
Seth O. Fitts, No. 6 6 og
Eva L. Winslow, No. 7 9 75
Annie F. Scully, No. i 12 00
$59 75
14
REPAIRS AND INCIDENTALS.
A. J. Litchfield & Son, supplies (1901) $8 04
John Whalen, labor at No. 4 4 50
Free Press Pub. Co., circulars i 50
Benj. Loring, taking census (1901) 10 00
\V. H. Spencer, labor on stoves and pumps
and new materials furnished 32 85
Seth O. Fitts, labor at No. 6 7 50
W. S. Simmons, labor at No. 7 i 50
Alvin T. Baker, stone work at No. i 25 00
Daniel W. Ross, labor and materials at Nos.
5 and 6 9 35
C. L. Rice &. Co., matting for High School 22 72
Frank A. Prouty, materials and labor at
No. I ' 38 61
W. A. G. Smith, mending clock i 00
Carrie M. Ford, stationery and printing 17 00
Francis E. Henderson, labor at No. 7 i 75
Phillips, Bates & Co., mdse. to the several
schoolhouses 51 50
F. M. Curtis & Co., supplies 9 53
Patrick McNicol, labor 5 00
Hedge & Hall, supplies (1901) i 48
John A. Loring, materials and labor on
stoves 10 71
John A. Loring, materials and labor on
pump, No. 7 25 40
E. W. French, labor at No. 5 i 50
H. S. Merritt, labor at No. 5 i 33
C. C. Merritt, water supply at No. 4 . 4 00
Mary E. Curtis, postage 2 32
Thomas Barstow, labor and materials at
No. 7 8 45
Melvin Little, supplies 2 98
Mary L. F. Power, postage and tele-
phone, 1901 2 68
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Will. O. Merritt, labor at No. 5 8 42
Floretta Vining, printing, 1901 4 50
B. H. Irving, printing report cards 2 50
Beiij. Loring, post and rails for fence at
No. 6 II 25
Maria W. Tolman, supplies i 75
F. M. Curtis & Co., floor wax and express-
ing I 15
Hayden Costume Co., costumes 3 75
N. Y. & Boston Des. Ex., expressing
1 901 and 1902 12 GO
Anthony J. Smith, painting flag pole on
town hall 5 GO
Cassius C. Merritt, labor and materials
at No. 4 7 50
Geo. F. Welch, supplies for school
houses 2G 83
Brown & Lehan, painting and glazing 57 25
Levi N. Osborn, mason work and
materials 70 6g
C. J. Harriman, painting at town hall 20 gg
NoRWKi.iv, Jan. 17, 1903.
I have examined the accounts of the School Committee
and find vouchers for all amounts paid.
GEORGE GUSHING, Auditor.
Report of Superintendent.
To the School Committee :
I herewith present my third annual report as Superintend-
ent of Schools.
The past year has been unusually quiet along all the lines.
There has been very little fault-finding from any source.
This condition has very materially contributed toward the
general success of the schools. No element so much assists
in school work as harmon}- and co-operation of parents,
teachers, officers and the townspeople in general.
If parents and other citizens are not in sympathy with the
existing order of things, the school children hearing the dis-
cussions and expressions of dissatisfaction, become imbued
with the same feelings and convey them into the schools to
the detriment of all school interests.
It is to be hoped that in the future, as seems to have been
the case in the past year, all differences of opinions concern-
ing school matters will be discussed sufficiently in the March
meeting and dropped as settled for the year, at its close.
In connection with the thoughts already expressed, I wish
to quote from Professor Munsterburg of Harvard.
Professor Munsterberg was born and educated in Germany.
In contrasting the schools of America with those of Germany
he finds much in the school life of this country, that to his
mind, does not compare favorabl}' with the school-life of his
own country, and expresses himself in regard to what he
considers essential conditions of successful school-life as fol-
lows :
"I feel inclined to say that what our school children
(American) need is not only good teachers, but also good
parents. They need fathers who feel the responsibility to be
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the ultimate moral guides of the youth and who do not un-
dermine by carelessness the patient work of the teacher.
They need mothers who through all their love and indul-
gence steadily insist on the seriousness of duties, and who
are not misled by the superficial theories of half-educated
educators to believe that persuasion only and never command
has to enter the nursery. They need parents who under-
stand what they are doing when they let their children omit
the school work when guests are coming, when they urge
the school to reduce and reduce the daily home work, and
when they enjoy the jokes of the child on the teacher. It is
a noble thing that Americans put millions into new school
houses, but to build up the education in the class room with-
out a foundation in the serious, responsible aid of the par-
ents, is not better than to build those magnificent buildings
of brick and stone on shifting sands."
During the time covered by this report two changes have
occurred in our teaching force.
At the close of the school year in June the teacher at No.
4 resigned and has been succeeded by M iss Schenck, under
whose charge the school is doing well. At the same time
Mr. Catheron, principal of the High School resigned and
Mr. Hunnewell of South Portland, Me., succeeded him. The
indications are that Mr. Hunnewell' s administration wdll
meet ably the needs of the school.
A nevv^ course of study has been prepared that will be
printed, together with certain rules pertaining to the man-
agement of the High School.
A manual of regulations relating to the Primary and Gram-
mar Schools has been prepared and printed under the direc-
tions of the Committee. The work of the elementary schools
during the past year has, in the main, been satisfactory.
There are a few pupils, who, according to prCvSent in-
dications, cannot be promoted at the close of the present
school year.
The only policy that will promote the standing of our
i8
schools is to make onl}- desenaug promotions. The schools
are in good standing as a whole and it should be the purpose
of all concerned to so maintain them.
Music is fast becoming a part of the regular work of the
schools of the state. I wish it might soon become established
in our schools.
For books and general supplies I recommend the same ap-
propriation as that of the past year, $450. Although in the
report of the committee there appears an unexpended balance
of about $50, there are outstanding bills approximating this
amount, that I was unable to present in time to have them
appear in the present report.
Respectfully submitted,
C. A. RECORD.
High School Report.
The citizens of Norwell should take great pride in their
High School.
It reflects much credit upon not only the School Commit-
tee and Superintendents who have for the past few years had
in charge the work of this school, but also upon the citizens
of Norwell who have established, and by their efforts sup-
ported, the High School until it is to remain as a monument
which marks an advanced standing of the people ^f Norwell
in the educational world.
The students of the Norwell High School when compared
with those of other High Schools seem to be particularly
brilliant and capable of doing the work in High School sub-
jects, especially well since they are not surrounded with all
the modern appliances used in High School work.
One thing which makes the work of the High School most
successful and that is the almost entire support which the
parents give any measure or movement adopted in the work
of the school. No school can be successful until the stu-
dents find that at home all school matters are heartily en-
dorsed and all rules must be strictly obeyed.
Thus the successful work which the High School has done
and is trying to do is the direct result of the efforts of the
Nowell citizens for the interest manifested by the parents and
the support given by them during this year clearly shows
that the home influence exerted upon the students of the
Norwell High School is, and must be, the means of its suc-
cCvSsful work.
Although the school cannot accomplish work in branches
which call for extensive equipment, still the course offers all
the important subjects which are necessary in a High School
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of this grade, and the work is on the whole very thoroughly
taken up and completed.
There are no immediate needs except those common to
every High School of this size.
The centralization of the Grammar School work would di-
rectly benefit the High School in bringing uniformity in the
preparation of the students for the entering classes of the
High School.
J. A. HUNNEWELIv,
Principal Norwell High School.
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TRANSCRIPT OF ARTICLES IN THR WARRANT
For the Annual Meeting, March 2, 1903,
AT Nine O'clock A. M.
Article i. To choose a Moderator.
Art. 2. To choose a Town Clerk.
Art. 3. To hear and act on the report of the Town Clerk,
Selectmen, Overseers of the Poor, Auditor, Collector and
Treasurer.
Art. 4. To choose all such town officers as the laws of the
state and the by-laws of the town require.
Art. 5. To bring in their votes "Yes" or "No" in an-
swer to the question, "Shall licenses be granted for the sale
of intoxicating liquors in this town for the ensuing year?
Art. 6. What amount of money will the town raise for
the support of poor and incidental expenses.
Art. 7. What sum of money will the town raise for the
support of schools.
Art. 8. What sum of money will the town raise for high-
way repairs.
Art. 9. What compensation will the town make for re-
moving snow" and appropriate money for the same.
Art. 10. In w^hat manner and time shall the taxes be col-
lected the ensuing year.
Art. II. Will the towm accept the list of jurors prepared
by the Selectmen.
Art. 12. Will the town authorize the Treasurer, with the
approval of the Selectmen, to hire money in anticipation of
taxes.
Art. 13. To hear and act on the report of any committee
heretofore chosen.
Art. 14. To make allowance to town creditors.
Art. 15. What sum of money will the town appropriate
for the use of Post 112, G. A. R., on Memorial Day.
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Art. 1 6. What sum of money will the town appropriate
for the payment of state and military aid.
Art. 17. What sum of money will the town appropriate to
pa}^ the Superintendent of Schools.
Art. 18. What sum of money will the town raise for re-
pairs of school houses and incidentals.
Art. 19. Will the town cause a statement of their finan-
cial affair to be printed in February next.
Art. 20. Will the town appropriate a sum of money to be
expended in the cemetery on Washington street.
Art. 21. Will the town cause a receiving tomb to be
built in the cemetery, and raise and appropriate money for
the same.
Art. 22. Will the town appropriate a sum of money to be
expended under the direction of the Massachusetts High-
wa}^ Commission in the construction of that part of Main
street betw^een the Scituate line and Bridge street.
Art. 23. Will the town give any instructions to town
officers.
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